Speckle reduction in medical ultrasound: a novel scatterer density weighted nonlinear diffusion algorithm implemented as a neural-network filter.
This paper proposes a novel algorithm for speckle reduction in medical ultrasound imaging while preserving the edges with the added advantages of adaptive noise filtering and speed. We propose a nonlinear image diffusion algorithm that incorporates two local parameters of image quality, namely, scatterer density and texture-based contrast in addition to gradient, to weight the nonlinear diffusion process. The scatterer density is proposed to replace the existing traditional measures of quality of the ultrasound diffusion process such as MSE, RMSE, SNR, and PSNR. This novel diffusion filter was then implemented using back propagation neural network for fast parallel processing of volumetric images. The experimental results show that weighting the image diffusion with these parameters produces better noise reduction and produces a better edge detection quality with reasonable computational cost. The proposed filter can be used as a preprocessing phase before applying any ultrasound segmentation or active contour model processes.